Abstract. In this paper, we aim to improve the dataset foundation for pedestrian attribute recognition in real surveillance scenarios. Recognition of human attributes, such as gender, and clothes types, has great prospects in real applications. However, the development of suitable benchmark datasets for attribute recognition remains lagged behind. Existing human attribute datasets are collected from various sources or an integration of pedestrian re-identification datasets. Such heterogeneous collection poses a big challenge on developing high quality fine-grained attribute recognition algorithms. Furthermore, human attribute recognition are generally severely affected by environmental or contextual factors, such as viewpoints, occlusions and body parts, while existing attribute datasets barely care about them. To tackle these problems, we build a Richly Annotated Pedestrian (RAP) dataset 1 from real multi-camera surveillance scenarios with long term collection, where data samples are annotated with not only fine-grained human attributes but also environmental and contextual factors. RAP has in total 41,585 pedestrian samples, each of which is annotated with 72 attributes as well as viewpoints, occlusions, body parts information. To our knowledge, the RAP dataset is the largest pedestrian attribute dataset, which is expected to greatly promote the study of large-scale attribute recognition systems. Furthermore, we empirically analyze the effects of different environmental and contextual factors on pedestrian attribute recognition. Experimental results demonstrate that viewpoints, occlusions and body parts information could assist attribute recognition a lot in real applications.
Introduction
Recently, recognition of human attributes, such as gender, glasses and clothes types, has drawn a large amount of research attention recently due to its great potential in real surveillance system. For example, attribute has been used to assists human detection [30] , person re-identification [14, 35] , face recognition [12, 18, 19] , and has been shown to greatly improve other vision related tasks [22, 27] . As a middle-level representation, attribute may bridge the gap between low-level features and human description [5, 31] . In addition, attribute may play the critical role for people search in practical applications for anti-terrorism [5] , such as the retrieval of the two suspects in Boston marathon bombing event. In real scene, attribute (from left to right) will change or be hard to determine due to camera viewpoint, body part occlusion, human's orientation and pose, time range, image quality etc. Even the same person's attribute will change a lot, which make it a challenge problem. Despite its importance, attribute recognition remains a challenge problem in real surveillance environments, due to the large intra-class variations in attribute categories (appearance diversity and appearance ambiguity [2] ). The early developed datasets, such as APiS dataset [34] and VIPeR dataset [8] (annotated by Layne et al. [14] ), have limited training samples (several thousands of images) and sparse annotations of human attributes (dozens of binary attributes). Recently, Deng et al. [2] combine 10 publicly small-scale pedestrian datasets to construct the PETA dataset, which totally consists of 19,000 images with 65 annotated attributes (61 binary attributes and 4 multiclass attriutes). Although the PETA dataset is more diverse and challenging in terms of imagery variations and complexity, most data samples in the PETA dataset are extracted from re-identification (Re-ID) datasets, which reduces the diversity of the dataset. Meanwhile, the samples are annotated based on person ID, i.e., the image samples from the same person are annotated with the same attribute set, no matter the attributes are visible or not, which is unreasonable for visual attribute detection. Furthermore, most data samples contain the whole body of pedestrian, while people are often partially visible in real surveillance scenes due to occlusion with other people or environmental objects.
Considering the above limitations, we collect a large scale Richly Annotated Pedestrian (RAP) dataset from real surveillance scenarios with 26 camera scenes and long term data collections. Examples in the RAP dataset has shown in Figure 1 . The comparisons between RAP and other human attribute datasets are shown in Table 1 . Totally, 41,585 samples are annotated with 72 fine-grained attributes (69 binary attribute and 3 multiclass attribute), which cover most attributes in description of tracking and criminal identification. It is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest human attribute dataset by far. Moreover, to take further research on attribute recognition, three environmental and contextual factors, i.e., viewpoints, occlusion styles and body parts, are explicitly annotated. On the proposed dataset, several baseline algorithms including SVM with popular hand-crafted features and convolutional neural networks (CNN) features, as well as multi-label CNN models are tested to show the challenge of attribute recognition and their performance on real world surveillance scenes. Towards the evaluation, we also find that the commonly used attribute-independent performance metric, i.e. mean Accuracy (mA) [11] , may not reflect the intrinsic dependency in multiple attributes, which is very important in multi-attribute learning. Thus, for the first time, we propose to use the evaluation metrics in multi-label prediction [32] , i.e. accuracy, precision rate, recall rate and F1 value, as the performance measurements for attribute recognition. Extensive experimental results with variant kinds of attribute recognition algorithms validate the effectiveness of the evaluation metrics clearly.
Specially, the contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
-A large-scale human attribute dataset is collected with the largest volume in data samples (41,000+) from real surveillance scenarios. More than 70 fine-grained attributes and three environmental and contextual factors (viewpoints, occlusion styles and body parts) are annotated. The dataset will facilitate the large-scale feature learning and algorithm evaluations on human attribute recognition in real scenarios. -A series of baseline algorithms, including SVM with the popular features and two multi-label CNN methods, are performed to show the challenges of human attribute recognition in real scenarios. Moreover, the influences of viewpoints, occlusion styles and body parts are empirically analyzed on the dataset. -Four evaluation metrics in multi-label learning (accuracy, precision rate, recall rate and F1 value) are firstly introduced to the benchmark evaluation. Extensive experimental results validate their effectiveness in measuring the consistency of multiple attributes predictions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews related work. Then, Section 3 describes the collected RAP dataset. Section 4 introduces the detailed evaluation methods and the baseline methods. After that, the detailed analysis about the environmental and contextual factors are discussed in Section 5 and conclusion is drawn in Section 6.
Related Work
Most of existing pedestrian attribute recognition methods are directly based on the full human body. Layne et al. [13, 14] used low-level features and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [26] to detect pedestrian attributes. They showed the great potential of attribute on person re-identification [13] . Li et al. [15] modeled cloth attributes through the latent SVM model to assist person re-identification. Deng et al. [2] utilized the intersection kernel SVM model proposed by Maji et al. [20] to recognize attributes. The Markov Random Field (MRF) was adopted to make a smooth on attribute prediction. Zhu et al. There is few work of attribute recognition based on part information. Zhang et al. [33] proposed a Pose aligned Networks for Deep Attribute modeling (PANDA). They adopted poslets [1] to detect possible pedestrian parts and train an independent attribute recognition convolutional neural networks (CNN) for each part to overcome the viewpoint and occlusion problems. Then the features from all the networks are stacked to train a linear SVM classifier for each attribute. Differently, this paper focuses on surveillance scenarios instead of nature scene and shows quantitative results about the viewpoint, occlusion and part's influence on different attributes. Zhu. et al. [35] introduced the patch based Multi-label Convolutional Neural Networks (MLCNN) with predefined attribute-path connection structure to recognize attributes for person reidentification. However the MLCNN could not cope well with the occlusion and large pose variance.
To our knowledge, there is no previous attempt to analyze the influence of viewpoints, occlusions and body parts on the attribute recognition in large-scale surveillance datasets. The reasons come from two aspects. Firstly, the scale of most existing attribute datasets in surveillance scenarios is too small to analyze these factors. Secondly, the large scale attribute datasets, such as PETA [2] and APiS [34] , are heterogeneous, and lack of annotations on viewpoints, occlusions and parts. Different from existing works, this paper makes a detailed analysis about the influences of viewpoints, occlusions, body parts and interrelationships among attributes for attribute recognition on the proposed RAP dataset.
The RAP dataset
The RAP dataset is collected from a surveillance camera network (resolution 1,280×720) at a shopping mall. 26 cameras are selected from the camera network excluding those with few pedestrians. Considering the data richness and storage cost, totally 3 consistent months video at 15 frames per second are first collected. After all the videos are collected, a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based pedestrian detection and tracking algorithm is applied to all the videos on a ten nodes MPI cluster. For each selected camera, one or two virtual lines are set manually indicating region-ofinterest (ROI) and the tracked objects (person or accessories) accessing the virtual lines are saved automatically. Considering the annotation cost, totally 17 hours synchronous videos are selected manually from all the collected videos for final annotation. Finally, there are 41,585 detected human images to construct the attribute dataset. To cover most important attributes in practical surveillance system, 72 attributes are adopted in total, including some attributes that are suggested by the UK Home Office and UK police [21] . In addition, the viewpoints, occlusions, and part positions are annotated for developing better attribute recognition algorithms.
The detailed descriptions about the annotations in RAP dataset are shown in Table  2 . In summary, the annotations consist six parts, including spatial-temporal information, whole body attributes, accessories, postures and actions, occlusion, and parts attributes. To have a clear comparison with existing pedestrian attribute datasets, they are listed together in Table 1 . Compared to the state-of-the-art pedestrian attribute datasets, our dataset provides richer annotations and finer attributes. In the table, PID means the annotation is based on the identification; while PI means the annotation is according to the image. In our RAP dataset, each human image is annotated independently and the same identification person may have different attribute annotations due to the change in viewpoint, occlusion etc. However, with PID annotations, the same attribute cross different viewpoints may perform differently, identification-based annotation may be inaccurate. This is especially important in RAP dataset in that there are about 33 percents images are occluded. In addition, RAP is collected in a consistent scene and has less heterogeneity, which is desired when developing robust algorithm. In summary, RAP contains more examples and attribute annotations than other datasets, and is therefore more suitable for studying pedestrian attributes.
Generally, the RAP dataset offers four extra four kinds of annotations compared with existing pedestrian attribute datasets, namely viewpoints, occlusions, human parts and fine attributes. The detailed description about these annotations is as follows.
Viewpoints. Four types of viewpoints are annotated, including facing front (F), facing back (B), facing left (L) and facing right (R). The viewpoint is annotated based on the full body's direction relative to the annotators. An image is not annotated if Body Parts. Typically, humans in surveillance videos are relatively small and blurring. Accurate part positions, such as for arm and face, are hard to annotate or estimate in practical systems. Considering the above issues, instead of fine-grained part annotations, three coarse-grained parts are annotated in the RAP dataset, including head-shoulder, upper body and lower body. These three parts link to many interesting attributes, such as hair, cloth types and shoes type. Example of these three parts are shown in Figure 4(a) .
Fine Attributes. In addition to the environmental and contextual factors above, we also labeled various interesting fine-grained attributes, including action attributes (such as talking, gathering, carrying and pushing), role (such as customer, clerk), and body type (such as normal, fatter and thinner). Example images of these attributes are shown in Figure 4 (b).
Evaluation methods and benchmark systems 4.1 Evaluation methods
In the past, the mean accuracy (mA) is usually adopted to evaluate the attribute recognition algorithms [2] . Due to the unbalanced distribution of attributes, for each individual attribute, mA computes the classification accuracy of positive examples and negative examples separately and then take the average of them as the recognition result for the attribute. After that, mA takes an average over all attributes as the final recognition rate. The evaluation criterion can be formally calculated by:
where L is the number of attributes; P i and T P i are the numbers of positive examples and correctly predicted positive examples, respectively; N i and T N i are the numbers of negative examples and correctly predicted negative examples, respectively. The above label-based solution, however, treats each attribute independently and ignores the inter-attribute correlation, which exists naturally in our multi-attribute recognition problem. For this reason, in this work we propose using the example-based evaluation, in addition to mA. Example-based evaluation captures better the consistence of prediction on a given pedestrian image [32] , and it includes four metrics: accuracy, precision, recall rate and F1 value, as defined below:
where N is the number of examples, Y i is the ground truth positive labels of the i th example, f (x) returns the predicted positive labels for i th example. and | · | means the set cardinality.
Benchmark systems
Baseline methods. Previous work [13, 14] has shown that SVM can be utilized to recognize pedestrian attributes. In this paper, we adopt SVM algorithm as one of the baseline attribute recognition algorithms. For implementation, the liblinear package used instead of intersection kernel in this paper due to similar result in performance. The parameter C is selected through cross validation in {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. In our experiments, we find that the model trained on the ELF feature achieves best results when C is 1, while the model trained on the CNN features performs the best when C is 0.1. Generally, attribute usually has unbalanced distribution. In the training stage, not all the training examples are selected for training the linear SVM model. Similar as Layne et al. [14] , we randomly down sample the negative examples to the size of positive samples if positive samples is less than negative samples. The same rules apply to the positive samples. The sampled subset is used for training the linear SVM model. All the test data are used for test. For the multi-attribute joint learning, we implement two CNN models based on Caffe [10] framework, including the ACN [28] and DeepMAR [16] . The ACN has achieved well performance in Parse-27k [28] and Berkeley Attributes of People [1] . The DeepMAR has achieved current state-of-the-art performance in the PETA dataset. Both of ACN and DeepMAR adopted CaffeNet [10] , which is based on the Alexnet [11] , and add extra fully connected layers for each attribute or use different loss functions. The network structure of ACN and DeepMAR in this paper is the same to the initial papers. For the DeepMAR model, the initial learning rate is 0.001 and the weight decay is 0.005. For the ACN model, the initial learning rate is 0.001 and the weight decay is 0.05. The learning rate will divide 10 after 2000 iterations with batchsize 256. Both of these two models adopt SDG solver to train. For data augmentation, the mirror and random crop from 256*256 to 227*227 is adopted. The model at 15,000 iterations is adopted for the final evaluation for ACN and DeepMAR.
Features. We adopt two types of features as for the SVM model, including Ensemble of Localized Features (ELF) feature and CNN feature. The ELF feature, which is proposed by Gray et al. [8] and later modified by Prosser et al. [23] , has been successfully used in human attribute recognition [2, 13, 14] . It consists of 8 colour channels (RGB, HS, and YCbCr) and 21 texture filters (Gabor [6] and Schmid [25] ) derived from the luminance channel. We adopt ELF as the baseline feature, using the same parameter setting for γ, λ, θ, σ as in [23] for Gabor filter extraction, and same τ and σ for the feature in [25] . Lastly, a 16 bin feature is extracted for each channel. As the same with existing work [8, 23] , we divided the human image into six equal strips. For each strip, a 474 dimensional ELF feature is extracted. In the last, totally 2784 dimensional low-level feature vector is created to represent the image. The open source code implement in github 3 is introduced to extract feature. Recently, CNN has been successfully used in vision related areas, such as object recognition [11] , object detection [7] and face recognition [29] . The features generated by a CNN model which is trained for large-scale object recognition tasks have also show a good generalization ability among general object recognition tasks [3, 24] , such as object image classification, fine-grained recognition, attribute detection. Besides the ELF feature, the CNN feature is also adopted as baseline features in this paper. We adopt BVLC Reference CaffeNet 4 , which is trained on the 1.2M images from the ImageNet ILSVRC-2012 1000-way classification task, to generate the CNN features in our following experiments. The FC6 and FC7 layers are used to extract features, both of which have 4096 dimensions and are commonly used in recognition tasks. Notably, both of these extracted features have been L2 normalized for the SVM model.
Experiments
In this section, the experiment setup will be introduced first. Then, the overall experiment results will be described. Finally, the detailed analysis about the four environmental and contextual factors' (viewpoints, occlusions, body parts, interrelationships among attributes) influence on attribute recognition tasks will be discussed. Setup. The experiments are conducted with 5 random splits. For each split, totally 33,268 images are used for training and the rest 8,317 images are used for test. Due to the highly unbalanced distribution of attributes, totally 51 binary attributes are selected in our experiments. The attribute is selected when the positive examples' ratio in the dataset is higher than 0.01. In addition, the baldhead is also selected due to its salience in real scenario. To have a fair analysis of each factors, the human images are divided into two classes: occlusion images and clean images. The detailed information about how to use these two class data is in the following subsections.
Overall evaluation
This paragraph gives a general recognition result without distinguishing the clean and occlusion images in training and test stages. Considering each attribute independently, a linear SVM model is trained for each attribute through features ELF, FC6 and FC7. The results have been shown in Figure 5 . The first and second character "m" in ELF-mm represent the data composition in the training and test stage separately. The characters "o","c","m" represent occlusion data only, clean data only and the mixture of occlusion and clean data respectively. Obviously, the attributes for gender, backpack, role, trousers and action of pushing have better recognition accuracy. This is consistent with Deng et al. [2] . Compared with the ELF feature, the CNN feature trained at the large-scale object recognition tasks has shown better performance in human attribute recognition task than ELF feature. Compared with the FC7 layer feature, the FC6 layer feature has better generalization, which is consistent with Donahue et al. [3] . So in the following subsections, the FC6 layer feature is the default feature if there is no special notices. For the example based evaluation, we will show the results on Table 4 for further comparison.
Factors analysis
In this subsection, the detailed analysis about four environmental and contextual factors: viewpoints, occlusions, parts, and the relationship among attributes will be discussed.
Viewpoint As a common mentioned factor in vision related topics, viewpoint has great influence in many tasks. A qualitative analysis about the influence of viewpoint on attribute recognition will be discussed.
To better analyze the influence of viewpoint, the occlusion human images are eliminated and only the clean data are selected in both training and test stage. So the influence of occlusion factor can be removed. In the training stage, all the clean data with different viewpoints are feeded into the linear SVM model. In the test stage, all the test examples are divided into four parts based on the four groundtruth viewpoints, including front, back, left and right. Each attribute will get a mean recognition accuracy at each viewpoint. For clear comparison, the average recognition accuracy of all the clean test examples is also presented, which is named as FC6-cc that are trained and tested using clean data based on FC6 layer feature. The recognition results of partial selected attributes and the average recognition of all the attributes in different viewpoints have shown in Figure 6 (a). Generally, some attributes are easily recognized in certain viewpoints. This is obvious as shown in Figure 6(a) . Attributes, such as Cleark, Holding and Hat, are very easy to be recognized at front viewpoint. This is easy to understand because these attributes are better viewed in front viewpoint. Recognizing clerk in front viewpoint is easy in that the uniform is special in front viewpoint. LongHair is also easy to be recognized because many women could like to put their hair in the back. Besides, people also would like put their backpack on their back. When people carries something in the upperarm, it is easy to recognize from the left and right viewpoint. From the last row in Figure 6 (a), it could be concluded that attribute classification in front and back viewpoints is relatively easier than in left and right viewpoints. To better understand the results, some attributes recognition results at different viewpoints have been shown in Figure 6 (b). The top row shows the attributes that has been classified correctly and the bottom row shows the corresponding wrongly classified attributes. Each column represents an attribute.
As we can see from Figure 6 (a), viewpoint plays an important role in attribute recognition. With viewpoint prior, many vision tasks could be better solved such as object detection [4] . So classifying the viewpoint is also an important task. Treating each viewpoint as an independent attribute, like other attributes, viewpoint could be classified using above attribute recognition methods. The classification results have been shown in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , the FC6 layer feature obtains the best results in mixture data in all the four types of viewpoints. After removing the occlusion data in training and test stage, the viewpoint classification accuracy is improved by 1.2%, which shows promising potential in handing viewpoint problem.
Occlusion Occlusion is an important variable in many visual recognition tasks. To handle the occlusion problem, few existing work focuses on detecting effective parts to assist object recognition, object detection. However, much existing work ignores this factor due to some reasons. One of the reasons may be that it is hard to model occlusion explicitly in object functions. To our knowledge, no existing work gives a quantitative experiment analysis about the influence of occlusion. In this part, we will give a detailed analysis about this factor on attribute recognition tasks.
In order to analyze the influence of the occlusion factor, the clean data in training set are used in the training stage in this part. Only the occlusion data in the test set are used for test (FC6-co in Figure 7 ). For comparison, the results using clean test data are also shown. This rule is applied to both the FC6-cc and FC6-co. The partial attributes' recognition results are shown in Figure 7 . As shown in the Figure 7 , compared with the results of FC6-cc (clean data are used in training and test stage), near all the attributes' recognition accuracies drop a lot due to occlusion, such as gender, SSBag (Single Shoulder Bag) which is located at upper body, and LeatherShoes and SportsShoes which is located at lower body. The average accuracy of all the attributes drops 5.6%. However, results of attributes like BodyFat which corresponds with full body only change a little. This shows that the attributes which are corresponded with parts are more easily affected by occlusion while attributes are corresponded with full body are more robust.
Part position Part plays an important role in many vision topics, such as object detection and fine-grained object recognition. Some existing work [33, 35] also utilized part or patch to assist human attribute recognition. They mainly focused on the ensemble of different parts' information or pre-defined structure between attribute and parts based on the human's concept to assist recognition of attributes. In this discussion, human attributes recognition results only based on parts information will be displayed.
To analyze the part's influence on human attribute recognition task, only the clean human images without occlusions are selected in training and test stage. For each selected human image, the predefined three parts including head-shoulder, upper-body, lower-body are extracted based on the ground truth position information. For each part, a linear SVM model is trained for all selected attributes. In the test stage, the ground truth part images are used to recognize attributes. This could reduce the influence caused by the error of part detection. The overall recognition results of selected attributes are shown in Figure 8(a) . The value of FullBody represents the mean recognition accuracy of FullBody without using part information.
From the perspective of human, some attributes are strongly relevant with fixed parts. For example, longhair and glasses depend only on the head-shoulder, while short skirt exist only on the lowerbody part. This is also consistent with our experiments results in Figure 8 (a). To have a better view about the recognition results, the selected attributes are divided into groups based on the highest recognition results according parts. The groups includes four types: fullbody related attributes, header-shoulder related attributes, upperbody related attributes and lowerbody related attributes. For example, the BlackHair and Glasses obtain highest recognition accuracy based on the HeadShoulder part, so they are assigned to the headshoulder related attribute group. Finally, the attribute are sorted by groups with the order fullbody, head-shoulder, upperbody and lowerbody related attributes. As shown in Figure 8(a) , the highest accuracy of Female is obtained using Fullbody features. It means that the gender is a global attribute which corresponds to more than one part. The LongHair attribute achieves high accuracy using HeadShoulder part features, which means it is highly related with HeadShoulder part. This is consistent with human's concept that hair locates at HeaderShoulder. The similar experimental results can be seen on the other two groups. For example, Suit-up and Backpack are easily recognized using the UpperBody features, thus they own high correlations with UpperBody part.
In summary, recognizing attributes in upperbody is easier than two parts. This is relatively clear in that rich information exists in UpperBody part. Some attribute results based on UpperBody have been shown in Figure 8(b) . Attribute recognition according to parts is relative easier than just using full body information. Using information, such as parts, to guide pedestrian attribute recognition is an promising direction.
Relationship among attributes Some attribute are corresponded with each other. Learning the attributes classifier simultaneously could be better to capture the relationship among attributes than learn each attribute alone. In this part, we will give the results using ACN model and DeepMAR model, and both of them could learn all the attribute simultaneously.
The overall multi-attribute joint learning results has been shown on Table 4 . For clear comparison, the results of SVM using three types of features are shown using example-based evaluation. In the table, through joint learning all the attributes simultaneously, the performance using label-based evaluation could improve little or even drops on RAP dataset using ACN and DeepMAR. The reasons may come from the extremely unbalance distribution of single attribute. We make a static about the results' distribution on RAP dataset and find that for the attributes that the DeepMAR model has lower performance than other methods(a total of 22), the positive examples ratio that are less than 0.03 could reach to 70 percents(a total of 16). It is necessary to train a deep model with enough examples. For the SVM, the positive examples and negative examples are sampled to be equal. This training strategy helps the SVM to have better performance than DeepMAR on some extremely unbalance distribution attributes.
Different with the label-based evaluation, both the ACN and DeepMAR can obtain great improvements using example-based evaluation. Especially, the multi-attribute joint learning model could improve more than 25 percents than the SVM model using example-based evaluation, including Accuracy and Precision. It shows better ability in the predictions' consistence on a pedestrian image. This is very useful for real application. In real application, people will search a person using a series of attributes. The prediction's consistence is very important for attribute based searching. To verify the baseline methods' efficiency, we take further experiments on PETA dataset, which has been shown on Table 4 . The features used in PETA for SVM model are the same to RAP. The experiment setting is the same as the paper [2] . Different with RAP dataset, the label-based evaluation mA using ACN and DeepMAR could be higher than SVM in PETA dataset. This owns to the balance distribution on each attribute at PETA dataset. Similar as RAP dataset, the example-based evaluation could improve a lot using multi-attribute joint learning models than each single attribute alone. As we can see, the results on PETA dataset is usually higher than RAP dataset on both label-based and example-based evaluations. This is reasonable because the PETA dataset is initially collected for person re-identification tasks and annotated based on identification, which means the same person will have the same attributes regardless the influence of the occlusion, viewpoint etc. In addition, the dataset is randomly divided into the training set, validation set and test set. The same person's image may occur in both training set and test set, which is little inappropriate for attribute recognition tasks.
To take further research on the parts' influence on attribute recognition, we make an extra experiment that utilizing the fullbody and parts together to recognize attribute, which is named as DeepMAR* in Table 4 . We adopt the DeepMAR as the basic structure. The input of DeepMAR has four blocks, including body image, head-shoulder image, upbody image and lowerbody image. Then features are concatenated together in the FC7 layer. After that, the weighed sigmoid cross entropy attribute loss [16] is adopted to train the whole network. The ground truth part annotations is used in test stage for analyze the influence of parts. In the Table 4 , after fusing the body features and parts features together, both the label-based and example-based evaluation could further improve about 1 point. This is another evidence that fusing parts and fullbody information could assist attribute recognition task.
